The Fossil Record of Early Man: What Does the Scientific Literature Reveal?
By: Arnold C. Mendez, Sr.
Many people are under the mistaken idea that the scientific literature in journals and
publications will only support the idea of evolution. While it is true that most writers of articles
that appear in peer reviewed scientific literature are evolutionist, this very same literature can be
interpreted to show that evolution has many weaknesses. This implied "support" for evolution is
founded on the bias that scientists have for evolution, especially in the area of early man. All
scientists are biased because all scientists are human. Because all scientists are human they will
all have biases that colors their research. All honest scientists admit that they have biases. An
honest creation-scientist will also admit bias. Since creation-scientists are biased in the belief of
a literal creation as outline in the book of Genesis, this interpretation will color their research and
findings. The worse bias is to claim that you have no bias. If you claim you have no bias you
deceive yourself.
Most information can be interpreted many ways. The fossil record of early man as
catalogued in the scientific literature is no exception. There is often vehement disagreement
among evolutionary scholars about the interpretation of this information even among themselves.
Evolutionists disagree about dates, evolutionary relationships, and taxonomy etc., even when
interpreting the same fossil or reading the same journal article. It should therefore come as no
surprise to evolutionist writers when non-evolutionist can find other interpretations in the
scientific literature.
If a person is persistent, it is possible to sort through the scientific literature and find
support for the concept of Biblical Creationism. This support will in essence nullify the support
for the evolutionary theory since they are mutually exclusive. That is the reason I have
assembled this information. This shows that the fossil record of early man can be interpreted to
support creation and that it contradicts the evolutionary theory.
The information in this binder makes it easy to see how the scientific literature can be
interpreted from a creationist point of view.
• The journal name, author, volume, page and date are typed in the heading.
• Whole page(s) of actual scanned copies of the journal, book, or pertinent article are
included. Evolutionists often claim that they are quoted out of context. This will allow
you to get the whole idea or thought that is being expounded in the correct context.
• Notes are written on the side of each page so that relevant information is easily noted.
• Arrows and brackets are used to highlight various passages/pictures in the article.
• A summary of ideas is included at the bottom of each page.
• Cited material is numbered and in parenthesizes. A works cited page is included.
It is hoped that this information presented in this way will encourage the reader to do further
research.
© Arnold C. Mendez, Sr. & Mendez Enterprises
acm@amendez.com
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Woodward AS. A new cave man from Rhodesia, South Africa. Nature. 108:371. 1921

This skull was found in a
lead zinc mine along with
two or possibly three
other individuals (1), one
of which has a very
modern looking maxilla.
They were all probably
miners.
Interestingly,
most evolutionists state
that Rhodesian man was
found in a cave.
The skull exhibits what
some believe is a bullet
hole. There is also an exit
hole near the foramen
magnum not visible in the
picture (2).

This skull was originally
dated at 45kya and has
been re-dated to 200400kya. Notice that the
skull is not fossilized
indicating that it is not
very old.
•
•
•

Rhodesian man is not 200-400k years old. The skull is not mineralized as would be
expected if it were as old as claimed. All indications are that the skull is only a few
hundred years old.
Cause of death may have been a gunshot wound.
Rhodesian man was in the company of several other individuals one of which has a very
modern jaw. All the postcranial material, of all individuals is very modern looking. He
was probably mining lead or zinc.
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The Age of Fossils and their Evolutionary Relationship
According to evolution the genus Homo, which includes Homo sapiens, has constantly
improved. This is made possible because of natural selection. Natural selection is the survival
of the more efficient organism because the inefficient have been selected out by nature. The
more primitive give rise to the more specialized and this allow organisms to improve. This also
means that the less fit individuals should not survive for any extended period of time because
they have to die off for natural selection to proceed. If the less fit organisms survived they
would in essence infect the more fit organism with their defective genes through interbreeding.
An example of this is Neanderthal man, Homo neanderthalensis. Most evolutionists
believe that Neanderthal was a completely separate species. They consider H. neanderthalensis
to have been inferior to modern H. sapiens, this inferiority is a result of natural selection. H.
sapiens are more fit. In theory Neanderthal man would leave the scene and modern man would
achieve the ascendancy. This is an example of the above principle. If evolution were true the
fossil record should show a smooth appearance of one Homo species to another. H. erectus
should lead to H. heidelbergensis (Rhodesian man), then to H. neanderthalensis, and finally to
H. sapiens, or some such variation (there is much disagreement even among evolutionist).
This chart shows
the evolutionary time
line and the proposed
dates for the appearance
of various Homo groups.
At first appearance this
seems to show a smooth
transfer from one Homo
species to another. As
with most charts of this
type it is very deceiving.
In actuality the scientific
literature shows a much
larger time overlap for
Chart adapted from Tattersall 1999. p. 71.
all Homo species. This
in effect would nullify
the "more primitive to
the more specialized" theory of the evolutionist. The fossil record shows that all Homo species
were contemporaries of each other and there is no smooth phasing in and out of fossil men. The
above chart is one of many examples of how evolutionists allow the data to be misrepresented to
fit their preconceived notions of how evolution operates
The following series of articles show these various Homo species existed at the same
time in the same location for long periods of time. This is the exact opposite of what evolution
proposes. This is another example of how the scientific literature supports special creation and
nullifies evolution. (Please bear in mind that the author does not necessarily agree with the
evolutionary dates assigned to these fossils, they are used for comparison purposes.)
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Brown F. Harris J. Leakey R. Walker A. Early Homo erectus skeleton from west Lake Turkana,
Kenya. Nature. 316:788. 1985.

This article shows that
Homo
erectus
fossil
individuals have been dated
to 1.6 mya. This particular
H. erectus fossil is know as
KNM-WT 15000.
KNM = Kenya National
Museum
WT = West Turkana
15000 = museum number.

•

•
•

Most anthropologists assign the dates for H. erectus from 300,000-1.8mya. This is a time
period of about 1.5 million years (3). This is a very long time of stability for a Homo
species that should be evolving into H. neanderthalensis or archaic H. sapiens. This
represents a time period of no evolution.
Please bear in mind that according to the evolutionary theory H. erectus are a distinct
type of morphological individual.
The following articles will show that H. erectus individuals are contemporaneous with
modern H. sapiens, in reality they are simply a variation of modern men. In order to lend
credence to evolution they and other fossil men have been given their own species status.
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Throne AG. Macumber PG. Discoveries of Late Pleistocene Man at Kow Swamp, Australia.
Nature. 238:316. 1972.

Homo
erectus
like
individuals existed up
until about 10,000 years
ago.
This article states that
more than 35 individuals
were
unearthed.
Obviously we are not
dealing with an anomaly,
this was a widespread
phenomenon.
Notice that these H.
erectus fossils were all
dug out of burial graves.
Stone artifacts, shells,
ochre, and marsupial
teeth were buried along
with the individuals.
•

•
•
•

H. erectus men
have lived as
recently as 10,000
years ago. (6,500
years ago, see
next article)
H. erectus buried their dead and believed in some form of afterlife as evidenced with the
items buried in the graves. H. erectus was not culturally inferior to modern man.
This recent age does not allow H. erectus enough time to evolve into a more "modern
man."
H. erectus and H. sapiens have existed side by side for the last 1.6 million years. One
did not evolve into the other one. Homo erectus is simply a variation of modern H.
sapiens. This supports the creation concept.
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Freedman L. Lofgren M. The Cossack skull and a dihybrid origin of the Australian Aborigines.
Nature 282:299. 1979.
The Cossack skull was
discovered 3 km ESE of
Cossack, W. Australia.

The Cossack skull is
similar to H. erectus
fossils. It is similar to
the Kow Swamp people.

Notice that this H.
erectus morphology was
continent wide and was
not a local phenomena.

The skull has the same
features of other H.
erectus crania.
•
•
•
•

Skull low and broad.
Occipital bun
Thick cranial wall
Supraorbital ridges
(Thick eyebrow
ridges)

•

p. 298 "Direct dating of this individual is not feasible at present. However, the region's
coastal features indicate that rising post-Pleistocene sea levels first reached the contemporary
coastline around 6,500 yr. BP, thus apparently restricting the materials age to a period after
that event."
Here we have scientific evidence that H. erectus individuals were walking the Earth as
recently as 6,500 years ago.
Compare what these articles say about the date range of H. erectus to the chart on page 3.
You will see that evolutionists are very selective in the information they publish.

•
•
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Hublin J. Spoor F. Braun M. Zonneveld F. Condemi S. A late Neanderthal associated with
Upper Paleolithic artifacts. Nature. 381:224. 1996.

This Neanderthal was dated
to 34,000 years ago.
These Neanderthals used
personal ornaments.

•
•

This is the latest date attributed to Neanderthal remains.
The article states that the Neanderthal remains are associated with personal ornaments.
Many evolutionists believed that H. neanderthalensis was not intellectually able to make
personal ornaments. Also because of research studies comparing the manual dexterity of
chimpanzees to modern humans, Neanderthal man was considered clumsy and manually
inept (4). Because of anthropologist's evolutionary bias, Neanderthal was considered
subhuman. Therefore personal ornaments were an evolutionary "no-no."
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Stringer CB. Grun R. Time for the last Neanderthals. Nature. 351:701. 1991

This late Neanderthal
skeleton
from
SaintCesaire in France has been
dated to 36,000± 3,000 ya.
This is a relative blink of
the eye in evolutionary
terms.

Notice the accompanying
chart which lists the
overlap between various
H. sapiens and H.
neanderthalensis.
The authors admit that this
late date of 36 kya for H.
neanderthalensis
has
created some problems for
the evolutionary scenario.
It
has
caused
an
abandonment
of
the
present understanding of
hominid technologies in
Europe and has raised a
new set of questions.

•
•

Neanderthal man existed in Europe as recently as 36,000 years ago. This overlaps with
the H. erectus timetable as shown by the previous articles.
In essence H. sapiens, H. erectus, and H. neanderthalensis all co-existed at the same
time. This shows that they were simply variations of the created "Adam kind."
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Stringer CB. R. Grun R. Schwarcz HP. Goldberg P. ESR dates for the hominid burial site of Es
Skhul in Israel. Nature. 338:757. 1989.

Middle Eastern
Neanderthals from Tabun
and H. sapiens remains
from Skhul both existed at
the same time period at the
same place.

•
•

Modern H. sapiens and Neanderthals existed together at the same time in the Middle
Eastern region about 100,000 years ago.
This implies that there was not a gradual blending of H. neanderthalensis into modern H.
sapiens.
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Valladas H. Reyss HL. Joron JL. Valladas G.
Bar-Yosef O. Vandermeersch B.
Thermoluminescence dating of Mousterian 'Proto-Cro-Magon' remains from Israel and the origin
of modern man. Nature. 331:614. 1988.

Notice that there is so much
overlap in the fossil record
that it is difficult to say
who was there first,
Neanderthal or modern
man?

Modern humans range is
very old (100,000 years) it
overlaps the Neanderthal
range.
Solely because of the
evolutionary time scale
interpretations
and
suppositions, Cro-Magnons
(archaic H. sapiens) and
Neanderthals are assumed
to be unrelated.

•
•
•

Modern man and Neanderthal man have co-existed in the Middle East for at least 60,000
years.
According to this article modern man's lineage stretches back for at least 100,000 years.
Also notice that Neanderthals buried their dead in caves. Burial in caves was a common
practice in the Middle East during the time of the patriarchs (Gen. 23:19, 25:9, 50:13, Jos.
10:16)
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Tattersal I. The Last Neanderthal. Nevraumont Publishing Co. New York, NY. p.116. 1999.

Notice that the time
period for H. sapiens
and H. neanderthalensis
overlaps by more than
60,000 years.
Other
articles in this series
have shown that they
co-existed at the same
time and the same place
for long periods of time.

•
•
•
•

An evolutionist wrote this book. He is the curator and chairman of the Dept. of
Anthropology at the American Museum of Natural History. He has written hundreds of
articles and books in support of the evolutionary theory and early man.
This co-existence raises several evolutionary problems. For this reason some
anthropologist do not believe that Neanderthal man and modern man are related.
Because of the problems that this co-existence raises, there is much disagreement over
this issue even among evolutionary anthropologist.
If Neanderthal man is simply a variation of modern man then this co-existence makes
perfect sense.
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The Antiquity of Modern Man (H. sapiens) in the Fossil Record
The correct interpretation of the fossil record of early man shows that the concept of
evolution is not a correct understanding of the evidence. The previous scientific articles are
merely a small sampling of the preponderance of books and literature that prove this point. The
fossil record of early man does not show a transition, smooth or otherwise, that leads from one
Homo species to another. How could H. erectus be the evolutionary ancestor of H.
neanderthalensis and or H. sapiens if H. erectus was alive and well a few hundred or a few
thousand years ago? Rhodesian Man, H. rhodesiensis, could not be the evolutionary ancestor of
any Homo genus if he died a few hundred years ago as the journal article, when properly
interpreted, reveals. The dates assigned to these fossil remains are highly subjective and are
merely educated guesses by evolutionist. All evolutionists interpret the fossils to fit the theory of
evolution. Evolutionary science is the only branch of science where the ones who develop the
theory are the only ones who are allowed to interpret the data. If you are not an evolutionist you
are not allowed to pass judgment on the fossil record. This occurs in no other branch of science.
This is circular reasoning! —And not scientific.
In reality H. erectus, H. rhodesiensis, H. neanderthalensis, and H. sapiens, were all
contemporaries of each other. They often lived in the same place at the same time for long
periods of time. One did not give rise to the other as evolutionist claim. True biological
evidence reveals that all species have great variations. This is not evolution but simply
variations that were designed into the human lineage at creation. Also much of the morphology
of early man, supposedly showing a similarity to apes, may be caused by non-evolutionary
factors, including disease, differing environments, and other pathological factors. These factors
will be examined in a later section. There is great variation among humans even today.
Consider the modern day Europeans compared to the present day African pygmies. From an
examination of their skeletal remains one could incorrectly conclude that they are vastly different
and even different species. Yet they are both living at the same time, both of the family of
Homo, both descendants of Adam and hence the same species. The Homo genus, including
modern man, and fossil man, are simply variations of the created stock. The fossil record
supports this conclusion. Evolutionists have colored the findings of the fossil record with their
own preconceived notions about how evolution and fossils relate to each other. In reality
evolution is a philosophy since it cannot be proven false even by direct fossil evidence.
One of the areas, which falsify evolution, is in the area of anatomically modern but
archaic (very old) H. sapiens fossils. According to the evolutionary theory modern man is not
very old. Most evolutionists state that modern man appeared on the scene less than 400 kya.
Many scientist say even this age is too old and give a more recent age of less than 200 kya.
Homo sapiens; genus and species to which all modern human beings (Homo sapiens sapiens) belong and to
which are attributable fossil remains of humans perhaps as much as 400,000 years old (5).
By assuming an average rate of change of about three percent per million years, Wilson and colleagues
initially came up with a molecular age for Homo sapiens of about 400,000 years—more than somewhat at
odds with the fossil record. This age has been steadily modified, however until the latest estimate of about
140,000 to 130,000 years sits fairly well with the admittedly rather sparse African fossil evidence (6).
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Evolutionists believe that half a million years ago anatomically modern looking H.
sapiens had not yet evolved. Does this agree with the fossil record? The answer is no! Many
instances of very modern looking H. sapiens fossils that are more than half a million years old
have been discovered.
Another area that proves the longevity of modern man is artifacts. This includes
structures, weapons and other non-skeletal evidence. Many artifacts have been found in the
wrong place at the wrong time. A few scientific articles on this subject are also included in the
following. These also speak against evolution.
What happens when scientists find fossils or artifacts that belong to modern man in very
old strata? Do they admit that their evolutionary scenarios are not correct? No, what usually
happens is that the fossil and or artifact are attributed to a supposed earlier form. This occurs
even though they are indistinguishable from the modern counterpart. In other words
evolutionists do not let the fossil record speak for itself. They interpret the fossil remains to
support their evolutionary preconceptions.
It may come as a surprise to the layman to find out that there are many unexplained
young looking fossils of H. sapiens (anatomically modern man) in very old strata. Also if man is
constantly improving and tools and artifacts show a supposed continuum from primitive to more
complex, we should not find modern day tools and artifacts in supposed old strata. These two
facts in essence falsify the theory of evolution and support the creation concept. If the members
of the Homo line are all variant descendants of Adam, then we would expect to find modern
looking fossils and artifacts of H. sapiens in very old strata. Please bear in mind that we have
seen, in the previous articles, how all the Homo groups coexisted at the same time.
This next section will look at some examples, out of the scientific literature, that supports
the view that Homo sapiens have been around for at least 4.5 million years. The articles will
discuss crania, an interesting section on fossil footprints, and fossil artifacts. We will trace the
H. sapiens lineage from the more recent (+100 kya) to the limits of human fossil prehistory (4.5
mya). This is more than 4 million years longer than the evolutionists allow. Once again bear in
mind that the author does not necessarily agree with the dates given by evolutionist. These dates
are used to demonstrate that even when using the evolutionist's dates and fossils, the fossil record
of early man supports creation.
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Day MH. Leakey MD. Magori C. A new hominid fossil skull (L. H. 18) from the Ngaloba Beds,
Laetoli, northern Tanzania. Nature. 284:55. 1980.

This is a very modern looking
skull. Notice the photo.

Notice that the authors admit
that this is very modern
looking skull.
It has been dated at 120 kya ±
30 ky.

•

•
•

This basically modern
skull was found in
strata that has been dated to 120 kya ± 30 ky. This is near the limit of the supposed
evolutionary beginnings of H. sapiens, yet here is a basically modern cranium.
P. 56 "The dating of the skull also adds considerably to its importance as it places the
fossil near to the root of the evolution of H. sapiens in East Africa out of the early H.
erectus stock…"
The author is stating that this fossil is a good example of the evolutionary transition of H.
sapiens from H. erectus. Bear in mind that other scientific journal articles have shown
that H. erectus existed up until a few hundred years ago in Australia (Cossack skull).
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Behrensmeyer AK. Laporte LF. Footprints of a Plestocene hominid in Northern Kenya.
Nature. 289:169. 1981.
P. 167 "1.6-1.7 mya." Is given
as the date for these fossil
footprints.

Note the two human feet
framing the two fossil
imprints.
These footprints are the
average size of a modern day
human. The height of the
person would have been about
5'3"-5'11".

The authors are not sure who
made the footprints.

•
•

•

These footprints are the same size and shape as modern H. sapiens. Yet they are dated at
more than 1.6 million years old. H. sapiens are not supposed to exist for another 1.4
million years.
The authors do not know which hominid made the tracks. They attribute them to either
H. erectus or Australopithecus robustus. They will not assign them to H. sapiens even
though they are the same size and shape as modern day footprints because of their
antiquity. If they had been found in modern strata there would be no question that they
were made by H. sapiens.
If they are indeed the tracks of H. erectus the same logic would still apply because H.
erectus and H. sapiens were merely varieties of the same species.
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Leakey MD. Footprints in the ashes of time. National Geographic. p. 446, 452. April 1979.

Mary Leakey the author of this
article is the wife of Louis
Leakey and the mother of
Richard Leakey all recognized
anthropologist.
The Leakey
family has discovered hundreds
of fossils of early man in Africa.
The Nat'l Geographic magazine
has funded much of the Leakey
research in Africa.

These footprints are similar to
modern man's.

This is a picture of one of the footprints.
Notice how a footprint expert describes it as
essentially modern looking. Yet it was found in
stratum that is 3.6 – 3.8 million years old.

•

This fossil reveals the obvious, that
modern humans with modern shaped
feet were walking in Africa more than
3.6 million years ago (according to the
evolutionary timetable).
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Johanson D. Edey M. Lucy the Beginnings of Humankind. Simon & Schuster. New York, NY.
p. 250. 1981.

Here is a description of the Laetoli
footprints as described in a book
written by the discoverer of "Lucy," a
supposed earlier ancestor of the Homo
line.

Based on the shape of the footprints
the evidence shows that their maker
was fully erect and bipedal. The time
period is earlier than 3 mya.
Here is a description of the footprints
by one of the discoverers, Tim White.
Notice that he describes them as
completely modern looking. They
have the same shape, size, and
character as footprints made by
modern H. sapiens.
•
•

•
•

The Laetoli footprints are
more than 3.5 million years
old.
They are modern looking in
morphology
and
are
indistinguishable from modern footprints. They have a raised arch, rounded heel,
pronounced ball, and forward pointing toes, all features of H. sapiens morphology.
Even a four-year would be able to say who made them!
Since even a four-year would be able to say that modern humans made them, why are the
evolutionists unable to say the same? The answer is that the footprints are too old to
belong to modern man. According to evolution, modern man did not come on the scene
until 3.4 million years later.
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McHenry H. Fossils and the mosaic nature of human evolution. Science. 190:425-431. 1975.

This study showed that although
chimpanzee humeral and human
humeral have some overlap in
measurement, when all
measurements are taken together
it is possible to distinguish them.

This fossil humerus (bottom end
of upper arm bone) has been
dated at 4 – 4.5 million years
old.

•
•
•

This journal article and the following article are both describing the same fossil. It is
know as KP 271 (7) and Kanapoi Hominoid 1.
It was analyzed using multi-variate analysis, which is a process where all the
measurements of a fossil are compared to all the other measurements of another
bone/fossil.
The results of this analysis show that it is virtually the same as a modern day human arm
humerus!
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Patterson B. Howells WW. Hominid humeral fragment from Early Pleistocene of Northwestern
Kenya. Science. 156:64-66. 1967.
This study used a procedure
called computer discriminate
analysis. A total of seven
measurements were used in the
analysis.
This 4 - 4.5 million year old
fossil has the same average
measurements as a typical
modern human humerus.
Here are the measurements of
the Kanapoi fossil as shown
side by side
with
the
average measurements of
Paranthropus (a supposed
ape-like pre-anscestor of man),
chimpanzee, and modern
humans. Notice how close the
measurements are to modern
H. sapiens.
Compare the Kanopai fossil
fragment to a modern human
humerus, they are identical!

•
•
•

•
•

This fossil when compared to modern man and three other species is almost identical to
the measurements for a modern arm bone.
This fossil has been dated to 4.5 million years old. It is the oldest Homo fossil yet
discovered (that is of an examinable size) and it shows to be, in all respects, identical to
modern H. sapiens.
Some anthropologists assign this fossil to an earlier evolutionary ancestor of man,
Australopithecus. This is done even though there is no evidence linking this fossil to that
species. In evolutionary terms this fossil is too old to belong to modern man. This is a
classic example of interpreting the data to fit the theory.
Modern man predates H. erectus and H. neanderthalensis and therefore these cannot be
the evolutionary ancestors of modern man.
This fossil falsifies the theory of evolution!
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Leakey LSB. Adventures in the search for man.
1963.

National Geographic. p. 147, 152. January
The caption with the picture on the
left reads: "World's oldest known
structure, possibly a windbreak,
fascinates Mary S. Grilswold, a
member of the (Nat'l Geo.)
Society's staff. Some stones of the
circle have stood atop one another
at Olduvai for more than two
million years."

These stone structures are,
according
to
the
article,
mysterious. They supposedly have
some kind of unknown use. They
are attributed to early man, in
many instances Australopithecus
or H. erectus.
They are not
attributed to H. sapiens because
they are too old.
Here is a painting of a band of
Australopithecus building one of
these structures (8).
•

•
•
•

Stone structures, called
"the
oldest
known
structure(s)," have been
unearthed in various places
in Olduvai, Africa, by the
Leakey's.
• Their function according to
the Leakey's is unknown
and mysterious.
In actuality the Okombambi tribe of Southwest Africa and the Turkana tribe on Northern
Kenya build this exact type of stone structure today. They stretch poles and skins over
them to provide shelter from the desert wind and sun (9).
The only reason that they are not assigned to H. sapiens is their age. Remember
according to the evolutionary theory modern man did appear until 140,000 ya.
The building of these structures, which require planning, foresight, and intelligence, and
the fact that they are still being built today proves that true humans existed more than 2
millions years ago in the Olduvai gorge (According to the evolutionary time scale).
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Non-Evolutionary Causes for the Morphology of Early Man
Evolutionists believe that the modern man evolved from more primitive man. Along this
evolutionary path, which originally led from a cousin of the modern day primates and man,
modern H. sapiens underwent great changes in their skeletal and muscular features. A modern
cover of the book, The Origin of Species, written by Charles Darwin, has a simplified drawing of
this 3 - 4 million year old process (please notice the cover of this binder). Although most
evolutionists would state that it is a very simplistic picture of what actually occurs, the principle
is valid.
These supposed evolutionary changes require great amounts of time and slight genetic
changes passed on from generation to generation. With a combination of millions (or billions) of
years and slight physical changes, it is possible for evolutionist to confidently state that humans
have evolved from single celled organisms. The evolutionary scenario has the various fossil men,
giving rise to other less primitive men, which eventually leads to modern man. Below are two
simplified fossil charts:
4 millionyears ago

→

l mya

Australopithecus → Homo erectus
Australopithecus

→

500kya

→

→ Homo neanderthalensis

l00kya → present
→

→ Homo erectus

Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens

Homo neanderthalensis (extinct)*
*some consider H. neanderthalensis a side branch, adapted from Tattersall (10).

It is the contention of this work that H. erectus, IL neanderthalensis, and H. sapiens are all
varieties of the same species and are all descendants of Adam (Australopithecus are simply
extinct primates). There is no denying that each of these varieties has certain unique
morphological features. What caused these slight differences in bone structure and morphology?
Another important question is, can non-evolutionary factors or processes cause these features?
The answer to this last question is yes! But evolutionists are not interested in these types of
answers because they do not fit their preconceived evolutionary scenarios.
In the following journal articles, evidence is shown that could account for most if not all
of the distinctive skeletal differences in the Homo lineage. Evolutionists ignore the data that does
not fit their theory. If the cranial and skeletal features of H. erectus and H. neanderthalensis can
be explained by non-evolutionary factors then evolution is not needed. If evolution is not the
source of humanity's appearance then creation becomes a very distinct possibility. Evolutionist
do not like this idea, hence they reject or bury the following information. How is this information
"buried?" It is buried by acting as if it does not exist. It is never quoted or referred to except in a
disparaging manner. When is the last time that a popular science magazine mentioned that H.
erectus features could be caused by diet and environment? Many lay people are amazed to read
scientific journal articles that give evidence for other processes, which could account for the
differences in the skeleton/crania of supposed fossil men.
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Ivanhoe F. Was Virchow right about Neanderthal? Nature. 227:577-579. 1970.

Notice that Virchow's original
diagnosis has never been
refuted. It was rejected, at the
time, although modern science
has since shown it to be correct.
Rickets is caused by a vitamin D
deficiecngy.
This deficiency
can be overcome by eating foods
righ in vitamin D, such as fish,
or adequate exposure to
sunlight.
Neanderthal morphology is
directly related to latitude and
climate.

• More than one hundred years ago Rudolf Virchow, called the "father of pathology," and
an expert in the diagnoses of rickets was given the remains of a Neanderthal to examine0
He claimed that rickets caused the morphology of the skull and skeleton. His work was
dismissed by evolutionists of his time who were looking for evolutionary causes. The
author of the above article Francis Ivanhoe believes that Virchow was fundamentally
correct in his assessment of Neanderthal morphology.
• Rickets is caused by a lack of vitamin D in the diet. Vitamin D can be supplied by fish
oils, and can be produced by the skin when exposed to sunlight. Since Neanderthal man
lived in a cold climate he would cover himself with heavy clothing and furs and would
not be exposed to adequate solar light.
• Neanderthal morphology is directly related to climate and mountainous regions. The
more northern the latitude and the more elevated the climate (colder) the more
Neanderthal like the fossils become. This would be due to the lack of fish in the diet and
the colder climate.
• Most Neanderthal/erectus fossils are found in non-costal, cold, and alpine environments.
In these localities fish would rarely be eaten (11, 12).
(The article is continued on the following page)
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Here the evidence for the
cause of Nenaderthal's unique
morphology is given. Two
factors are cited, the first I the
cold climate, which would
tend to drive Neanderthal
indoors and out of the sun.
The second is the lack of fish,
which would supply a dietary
source of vitamin D.
Neanderthal facial features can
be caused by rickets.

The author states that every
Neanderthal child skull that he
has examined showed signs of
rickets.

•

•

The author of this article has given non-evolutionary dietary and environmental factors
that can account for the appearance of the Neanderthal's face, crania, and skeleton.
Evolution is not needed to produce the so-called apish appearance of Neanderthal. A
physiological explanation is totally satisfactory with the fossil record.
H. erectus and H. neanderthalensis both have similar appearances. The features,
common to both, could easily be caused by the above-mentioned factors.
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Wright DJM. Syphilis and Neanderthal Man. Nature. 229:409. 1970.

This author believes that
syphilis could have played a
part in the skeletal structure of
Neanderthal man. He notes that
syphilis and rickets often
appear together.

Syphilis produces bone changes
that are common Neanderthal
features

•
•

A combination of syphilis and rickets could have caused the unique features of
Neanderthal man.
In modern day man disease and environmental factors can only mold the skeletal features
for the life of the person. If the life expectancy is about 70 years the skeleton can only
show the accumulative effects of 70 years of disease and environment. Remember that
the Genesis record states that humanity at this time had a life expectancy of 700+ years.
The effects of disease, environment, and diet combined with these long life spans would
produce changes to the skeleton, musculature, and crania that we are totally unfamiliar
with today.
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Walker A. Zimmerman MR. Leakey REF. A possible case of hypervitaminosis A in Homo
erectus. Nature. 296:248-250. 1982.

Here is listed the skeletal
changes that ate associated
with a diet that has too much
vitamin A.

This H. erectus skeleton
KNM-ER 1808 shows changes
that can be attributed to a toxic
accumulation of too much
vitamin A in the diet.

•
•
•

Hypervitaminosis A is caused in modern man by the ingestion of too much vitamin A.
The source is usually the eating of animal livers, especially liver from carnivores.
Carnivore animal liver contains large amounts of vitamin A.
If H. erectus was eating large amounts of liver it would cause long-term skeletal changes.
These changes would include, coarse woven bone, and other bone defects.
Some of the unique skeletal features of H. erectus could be caused by non-evolutionary
factors such as diet, which would in this case include hypervitaminosis A.
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